
Manifesting the Dream of Our Region
Friday 14th October, 
4.30 - 6.00 pm London, 6.30 - 8.00 Ankara, 
7.00 - 9.30 Tehran, 8.00 - 9.30 Kabul

Earth Healing Webinars
earthhealinggathering.weebly.org

Imagine In Ten Years’ Time in the Fertile Crescent, Anatolia, 
Western Asia :


Increased connections between people and nature through education and 
exchange of experiences that serves build a peaceful bio-region.


A deeper connection with nature among people giving way to healing in human 
relations.  Keeping hope alive. Opportunities for youth education and sustainable 
living and lively exchange in our bio-region.  Local and global mass 
actions for justice for all beings


More connection between people and between people and land…. more holistic 
designs  and better arrangement of natural resources and less setbacks by scarcity 
and conflict over resources.


We have completely new leaders, and types of leadership in the world.

Petroleum is no longer needed.  Our millionth member joined …there are similar groups 
around.  There are beautiful and very clever young people who just have an example and 
they copy and improve and there are other groups doing similar things all in our region 
and in the world. 


A new language is arising so we understand each other and it's not just the language 
between people,  it is also between humans and animals, between humans and trees. So 
we all understand each other, so we gain an idea of this wholeness. That we are 
just one not separate beings.


We align ourselves with life, re-enter the big cycle of life and take it in a humble 
way, that’s our position.  We have a lot to learn from nature, especially when stepping out 
of scarcity thinking.  We have the knowledge and have created autonomous, 
decentralised, communities based on love and trust between each other.  We 
become stewards of our water, food, energy and sustainable community.  We learned 
that healing earth and rewilding nature in the Fertile Crescent is a great 
opportunity to do all of the above..


People can change their situation, if we feel each other.




A shift in human perspective, a remembrance of our humble place in nature. A 
remembrance of our belonging to nature.  We have eco-communities in rural setting 
and they are healing nourishing and protecting their environment.  More environmentally 
conscious people in cities are working for rights of nature, as a part of living rights.


Water is flowing freely between our nations.  Our emotions are flowing so we can 
hear and hold each other.  We are facing  and living in regenerative cultures, regenerative 
agriculture, circular economy, healthy economy.  Every one knows about EDEs, and 
the Gaia education.  

 

We can really hear and respect all the being, kind of interspecies communication.  We 
hear the animals and the land and know how to respond to the land in a healing way.  
Our understanding of our bio-region is really spreading throughout our region.   We 
are growing spiritually and have learned to put our love into the earth, into practice, in 
our communities and all our relations.


We are practising how to to heal, to recognise the pain, to recognise the problem and 
also to recognise our ability as human beings to be steward of life and 
give intention of healing … we are here as cosmic beings in a journey to reconnect 
with the divine.



